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Why This Lesson?
Over the past couple of years we have received a number of phone calls and letters from Jewish schools 
asking us to develop materials on oral sex for middle school students. These requests were not accidental. 
Rather, they were the result of incidents in these schools. Oral sex among middle school students is a hot 
topic. Magazines, newspapers, and television programs have been dealing with it. This Instant Lesson will 
share Jewish wisdom on the topic and enable you to make informed choices.

1. There is an unsettling new fad in which suburban middle-school students regularly engage in oral sex 
at one another’s homes, in parks and even on school grounds. (Stepp, L.S., “Parents are alarmed by an unsettling new fad 

inmiddle schools: oral sex”, Washington Post, July 8, 1999, p. A1.)

2. A piece in Talk magazine in February 2000 reported on interviews with 12- to 16-year-olds. These 
students set seventh grade as the starting point for oral sex, which they claimed begins considerably 
earlier than intercourse. By 10th grade, according to the reporter, “well over half of their classmates 
were involved.” (Franks, L., “The Sex Lives of Your Children”, Talk Magazine, February 2000, pp. 102-107 &  157.) (Family Planning 

Perspective, Volume 32, Number 6, November/December 2000.)

3. Nearly 3 in 10 (27%) thirteen- to sixteen-year-olds are sexually active and “have been with someone in 
an intimate or sexual way.” Most of these sexually active teens have touched someone else’s genitals, 
and almost half had oral sex and/or had sexual intercourse. Sexual activity is much more common 
among 15- to 16-year-olds (41%) than 13- to 14-year-olds (14%).  (NBC News and People Magazine survey.)

4. Experts believe that the type of oral sex practiced by young teenagers is overwhelmingly fellatio (oral sex 
performed on a male), not cunnilingus (oral sex performed on a female). According to Deborah Tolman, 
senior research scientist at the Wellesley Center for Research on Women, that distinction is paramount: 
“We are not fainting in the street because boys are giving girls cunnilingus. That is not to say that girls 
and boys never have that experience. They probably do, and just rarely do it again for a really long 
time, because of how girls feel about themselves and their bodies, how boys feel about girls’ bodies, 
and the misinformation they have about each other’s bodies.” (Tolman, D., Wellesley Center for Research on Women, 
Wellesley, MA, personal communication, Aug. 18, 2000.) (Family Planning Perspective, Volume 32, Number 6, November/December 2000.)

Is this a realistic portrait of your community? Why do these statistics bother 
adults? What ethical issues do you think are involved?
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Judaism and Sex
The first thing to understand is that Judaism believes that sex 
is a good thing, that it can be holy. Judaism has problems 
with sexual acts in some contexts, but not with sex.

5. No one should think that sex is ugly or repulsive, God 
forbid. For sexual intercourse is called “knowing” 
(ya-dah) in the Bible (Genesis 4.1), and this is not by 
accident….If we were to say that sex is repulsive, we 
defame God Who created the genitals...All body parts 
are neutral; the use we make of them determines 
whether they are holy or unholy. (Rabbi Moshe ibn Nachman, 
Epistle of Holiness).

6. The biblical word (for sex) is ya-dah, knowing someone 
in the fullest sense of the word—respecting and caring 
for someone in a physical and spiritual way. (Rabbi Roland 
B. Gittelsohn, Little Lower than the Angels.)

7. Rav Kahana once went in and hid under Rav’s bed. He 
heard Rav chatting with his wife, joking, and fulfilling 
his marital duty. Rav Kahana said to Rav, “One would 
think that you’ve never sipped this dish before.” Rav 
said to him: “Kahana, are you here? Get out, because 
this is rude.” Rav Kahana replied: “I’ve got to stay. 
Sex is a matter of Torah, and I need to learn about it.” 
(Brakhot 62a.)

8. People have an n’shamah yiterah, an extra soul, that 
attracts itself to the special spirit on Erev Shabbat, so 
that that spirit comes and lives in a person for all of 
Shabbat. Each person becomes a superior soul, with 
greater power and resources than during the week. 
This extra soul is why we learn that that soul of every 
Israelite is enhanced on the Shabbat. At the end of the 
Shabbat this special spirit leaves, and a person is left 
with less spirit. Therefore, people who are aware of 
their higher wisdom perform their marital duties every 
Sabbath night. (Zohar, Section 2, Page 204b.)

9. A holy act (sexual relations) should be performed on 
a holy day, namely Shabbat. The deepest union of 
bride and groom, of husband and wife, is attained at 
midnight on the Shabbat, as the Talmudic mitzvah 
(Ketubot 62b) to engage in marital sex is commanded. 
The husband and wife symbolically welcome the 
Shehinah to this divine mystery.” (Rabbi Moshe ibn Nachman, 
Epistle of Holiness.)

What does the word for “knowing” teach us about sex? What 
contexts for sex should be considered good? Holy? What 
context should be considered bad?

Masturbation
In order to look at Jewish opinions on oral sex, we need to 
talk about masturbation. Traditional Judaism has a problem 
with male masturbation. It is called “wasteful emission of 
semen” or “onanism.” Non-orthodox Judaisms have “made 
their peace with masturbation.” Accepting “oral sex” is 
connected to the literature on masturbation.

10. A biblical story is the heart of the problem. When we 
look in Genesis 38.6-10 we find the story of Onan. The 
p’shat (literal meaning) of the story seems to be that 
Onan’s actual sin is the failure to fulfill the mitzvah of 
levrite marriage (becoming a semen donor to preserve 
his brother’s memory). Eventually Rashi, leaning on 
some midrashic traditions, argues that Er (his older 
brother) and Onan shared the sin (withdrawl prior to 
orgasm) which caused the semen to be “wasted” upon 
the ground.

11. The Talmud is not so sure. “Masturbation is not always 
wrong! During the first 24 months following childbirth 
you are allowed to ‘thresh within and winnow without 
(withdraw prior to ejaculation).’ That is what Rabbi 
Eliezer said. The other Rabbis say: ‘Wrong! That is just 
what Er and Onan did—and if you do, you deserve to 
die!’” (Yevamot 34a-b.)

12. While in the above passage the Talmud has some 
ambivalence about masturbation, the following 
passage makes this attitude clearer.

MIshnah: Every time a woman examines her 
genitalia, it is a good thing and should be praised, 
because it helps to prevent uncleanness through 
mistimed sexual relations. Every time a man examines 
his genitalia, his hand should be cut off, because it 
leads to masturbation. GeMara: rabbah: To keep far 
away from masturbation, a man should not hold his 
penis while he urinates. rav said: “A man who willfully 
causes an erection for purposes other than intercourse 
should be excluded from the Jewish people.  
rabbi: That is a strange statement. It should have said 
that it is forbidden to cause an erection, but instead he 
calls for excommunication. The reason why—because 
all a man is doing is exciting his own Yetzer ha-Ra (evil 
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inclination). Today it urges a man to do one thing, 
tomorrow it will urge more. That is the art of the Yetzer 
ha-Ra. Today it coerces a person to do one thing wrong, 
and tomorrow it leads that person to worship idols 
[and worse.] (Niddah 13a-b.)

13. Whosoever has had a pollution at night, God forbid, 
shall, upon waking up in the morning, wash his hands, 
and say with a contrite heart: “Master of the universe, 
I have done this unwittingly, but it has been caused 
due to evil musings and reflections. May it therefore be 
Your will, my God, and God of my ancestors, that You, 
in Your great mercy, erase this iniquity of mine, and 
save me from sinful thoughts, forever and ever. Amen! 
So may it be Your will.” (Kitzur Shulhan Arukh, Vol 4. Chapter 151, 

The Sin of Wasteful Emission of Semen.)

14. Here is a more gentle traditional argument: “Semen is 
an instrument for conferring love on another. When 
it is being reduced to focus only on the self, it is then 
to be considered a heinous crime of the highest order, 
a moral waste of an opportunity to share and instead 
using that sharing opportunity selfishly.” (Reuben P. Bulka, 

The Jewish Pleasure Principle, Human Sciences Press, 1987.)

15. Here is the way the Reform movement deals with 
masturbation. In 1979, Walter Jacob wrote in a 
Reform Responsum: “Although the statements of the 
tradition are very clear, we would take a different view 
of masturbation, in the light of current psychological 
thought. Masturbation should be discouraged, but we 
would not consider it harmful or sinful.”

16. Conservative Judaism removed masturbation from 
“This Is My Beloved, This Is My Friend: A Rabbinic Letter 
on Intimate Relations” and assigned the discussion 
to a sub-committee of the Jewish Law Committee of 
the Rabbinic Assembly. They are still working on it. 
One of the key players in their process is Rabbi Elliot 
Dorff, who has argued that Jewish understandings of 
masturbation should be updated for two reasons: [a] 
That Rabbinic Judaism believed that semen contained 
the entire embryo, which was inserted in the womb 
to grow. For them, masturbation was abortion. That 
is why they saw masturbation as an act with “blood 
on the hands.” Given our more modern medicine, 
a positive historical approach allows us to shift our 
“Rabbinic” understanding of the Onan story. [b] 
Teenagers are either going to masturbate or have non-
marital sex. Though I’m very well aware of the texts 

against masturbation, in contemporary Jewish sexual 
ethics we ought to say to teenagers that masturbation 
is preferable to non-marital intercourse, because 
at least you’re no,t through your body, making 
commitments to the other person you don’t intend to 
fulfill.” (Tikkun, October/Novermber 1993.)

17. Here is the way the Renewal movement deals with 
masturbation. In the same way, we shouldn’t teach 
kids that masturbation is “permitted.” Instead, we 
should teach them that it can be a wonderful and holy 
experience. It can be a way of connecting with their 
soul and with their Creator. But at the same time they 
should wait for Erev Shabbat to learn to control. So 
that during the week you say no to yourself. Second, 
that you do it l’Kavod Shabbat. When you do l’Kvod 
Shabbat, it is not like masturbation, but like your 
making love to your body and the God within. Impulse 
control is also important! Not just saying go and do.” 
(Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shlomi.)

Why is traditional Judaism opposed to masturbation? What 
do they find wrong with the activity? Why do non-Orthodox 
Judaisms work hard to “permit” masturbation? What is Reb 
Zalman’s opinion? How is it different from the others?

Judaism and Oral Sex
So while traditional Judaism bans and non-Orthodox 
Judaisms work hard to permit masturbation, the following 
sources make it clear that “oral sex” (and other non-vaginal 
activities) are permitted (in some contexts).

18. The Sages said: “Jewish law says that a man may do 
whatever he pleases with his wife in sexual relations. 
A woman once came before Rabbi and said, ‘Rabbi! 
I set a table before my husband (I was prepared for 
traditional intercourse). But he overturned it (he went 
for a different activity).’ Rabbi replied: ‘My daughter, 
the Torah has permitted you to each other—there is no 
problem.’” (Nedarim 20b.)

19. Jewish law permits kissing each and every organ on the 
body during lovemaking. (Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot 

Bi’ah 21.9; Rama on Shulhan Arukh, Even ha-Ezer 25.2.)

20. Ejaculation is permitted as part of sex play between 
husband and wife. (Tosefot Rid, on Yevamot 34b.)

For traditional Jewish sources, what makes oral sex different 
from masturbation? Do these differences apply to casual 
hooking up?
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Judaism and Relationships
Isaac Luria was a fifteenth-century Kabbalist. He taught 
that because of an accident that took place when God was 
creating people, the world is now divided between sparks 
of Divine light and broken shells of the containers that 
were supposed to hold the light. God, the One Who tried 
to give people both free will and a chance to connect to 
God, is unable to do anything. When God added light to 
creation, God put in as much light as people could handle. 
Any more Divine light would spoil the balance. God is stuck 
on the outside, watching and cheerleading. People are stuck 
cleaning up. It is our job to find the sparks and sort them 
from the broken shells. It is our job to gather the sparks 
together and unify the light again. This work of fixing the 
world, of gathering in God’s light, is called Tikkun Olam, 
world repair. For the Kabbalists, one major way of gathering 
in sparks was through relationships. For them, sex within a 
marriage (committed relationship) is a way of making this 
kind of Divine connection.

Martin Buber, a twentieth-century Jewish philosopher, took 
Isaac Luria’s metaphor and expressed it in another set of 
concepts. He said people have two kinds of experiences in 
the world. One is “I-it.” The other is “I-thou” or “I-you.” 
An I-it relationship is one that happens between a person 
and a thing. It is “I-toaster.” “I-saw.” “I-pencil sharpener.” 
An “I-thou” relationship is one between people. It is when 
souls connect. It is possible to have an “I-thou” relationship 
with a thing. Think of the best book you have ever read. It 
is possible to turn a relationship with a person into an “I-it. 
Think of “I-cafeteria lady.” Buber says that sometimes an “I-
thou” relationship turns into an “I-Thou” relationship where 
through the human connection one reaches God.

Simply put, “I-thou” equals divine sparks. “I-it” equals 
broken shells. Our goal is to have as many I “I-thou” spark-
collecting experiences as possible. Sexual relations can 
deepen a human connection, leading towards “I-thou,” or 
they can just be “I-it.” When it comes to sex, Judaism is 
against “I-it.”

21. “Promiscuity is a ‘pseudo’ experience. It is a search 
for confirmation of being an image of God. However, 
in the absence of relationship, the act of intercourse is 
incapable of giving value. It is like one who eats ghost 
calories in the hope of gaining weight. One is driven 
to eat again and again but is still left empty. In Jewish 
terms, promiscuity is a frantic search for the absent 
confirmation of one’s self-worth. (Rabbi Irving “Yitz” Greenberg.

22. When man and woman are united sexually, their sexual 
union, though natural in the sense of normal, is not 
natural in the sense of a mere animal copulation. 
It is a distinctively human relationship—an I-Thou 
relationship of two-persons-in-the-divine-image, each 
of infinite worth, neither one intended to be exploited 
as an object of the other’s aggressiveness or selfish 
satisfaction. (Hershel Matt)

23. It is clear that any sexual decision must rise above the 
aspect of body meets body. Sex is also a matter of soul 
meeting soul. So what do you think? Is it OK to have 
sex just for fun (your own pleasure or the pleasure of 
both partners)?

Sex should only be experienced in a time of joy. Sex 
for selfish personal satisfaction, without regard for 
the partner’s pleasure, is wrong and evil. A man may 
never force his wife to have sex. A couple may not have 
sexual relations while drunk or quarreling. Sex may 
never be used as a weapon against a spouse, either by 
depriving the spouse of sex or by compelling it. It is a 
serious offense to use sex (or lack thereof) to punish or 
manipulate a spouse. (www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org)

Pre-Marital Sex
Here are a few you probably won’t want to hear and then 
one you may like better. But read them all anyway. 

24. “In my opinion, no one under eighteen years should 
engage in sexual intercourse...Younger teens are mostly 
too vulnerable and too immature to enjoy good and 
safe sexual relations.” (Dr. Sol Gordon)

25. “If you were to ask me as a mother, an educator and 
a therapist, do you think that in general a fifteen- or 
sixteen-year-old in our society is ready to have sexual 
intercourse? I would say no.” (Dr. Ruth Westheimer)

26. As a rabbi and teacher who has worked with countless 
young people, I feel qualified to offer a different view: 
Premarital sex between consenting individuals is not 
immoral; premarital sex is unholy. The difference 
between the two is significant. I do not want people 
who engage in premarital sex to think that they are 
committing a grave sin. You will not find explicit 
reference to relations between unmarried individuals 
who engage in sex among the prohibitions of the Bible. 
Sexuality becomes a moral issue when trickery or 
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deceit is employed. Incest, rape and acquaintance rape 
are indeed sinful.

I recoil when a person is described as “moral” because 
of their chastity. A far more significant question would 
ask if that person cheats on income taxes or gossips 
maliciously or acts in other ways with total disregard 
for fellow human beings. At our most basic level, we 
humans are animals; we have animal impulses and 
drives. We communicate, we eat, we relieve ourselves, 
we tire, we sleep—and we have sex. Ultimately, what 
makes us human is our ability to transcend our animal 
composition. What makes us human is our ability to 
channel and curb our God-given impulses in such a 
way that elevates the human spirit. Sexuality is one in a 
series of healthy life forces. When we eat with dignity, 
when we communicate to each other with respect, 
when we acknowledge the normal healthy function of 
our bodies, our animalistic foundation transforms itself 
and becomes human.

From a religious perspective, sex becomes holy 
exclusively in the context of marriage. That is 
something radically different than labeling it immoral 
when it is performed out of wedlock. Abstinence until 
marriage is an ideal and the basic approach to sexuality 
that I would advocate as a rabbi. It is not only by far 
the best form of birth control, it elevates sexuality and 
makes it sacred. But honestly, do we provide a service 
to the generation growing up when we withhold from 
them explanation about other forms of birth control 
or open discussion of masturbation, abortion and 
sexually-transmitted diseases? (Michael Gotlieb is the rabbi for 
Temple Judea in Vista, CA.)

27. In his response to a letter from Rabbi Jonathan 
Brown (Moment Forum, October 1993, pp. 12 and 14), Rabbi Barry 
Freundel cites traditional sources forbidding premarital 
sexual contact. “Any authentic reading of traditional 
Judaism,” he writes, “must accept premarital sex as a 
sexual prohibition.”

It would be more correct to say that any authentic 
reading of traditional Judaism must accept premarital 
sex as prohibited according to some and permitted 
according to others. It is wrong to give only select 
opinions that reflect our personal value judgments, 
declaring that that is the totality of Judaism.

The very same Talmud that Rabbi Freundel cites as 
forbidding premarital sex also discusses the option of 

the concubinal form of sexual relationship (Babylonian 

Talmud, Sanhedrin 21a), akin to a committed living-together 
situation without the sanction of marriage. The decree 
against being alone with someone you’re not married 
to in circumstances that might lead to sexual activity 
addresses spur-of-the-moment, one-night-stand 
situations, not a situation of two people forming a 
serious relationship…

Therefore, to say that premarital sex is forbidden 
in Judaism is wrong. I would put it this way: It is 
forbidden according to some and permitted according 
to others. It’s time we taught our people everything 
about a given issue and not just the opinions we wish 
to promote out of personal theological and moral 
sensitivities. (Rabbi Gershon Winkler, Lay Jara, New Mexico.)

What is the difference between sinful sex and unholy sex? 
No matter which Jewish position you take, it is clear that sex 
without commitment is _________________.

Oral Sex: Three Big Issues
So far we have learned that Judaism believes that oral sex 
is a perfectly good activity between couples in committed 
relationships. We have also learned that Judaism does not 
believe in intimate sexual activity between couples without a 
serious commitment (or marriage). Now there are three big 
issues we want you to consider as you make your choice to 
engage in any sexual activity and especially oral sex.

I. Safer Sex
First some factual information:

28. Risky oral sex may be fueling the unprecedented recent 
rise in sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) among 
teenagers. A study, published in the May, 2005 issue 
of the Journal of Pediatric Psychology, found that 
teenagers are much more likely to engage in oral sex 
than sexual intercourse, and they have oral sex with 
more partners than they have intercourse with. For 
example, 23% of teens said they had three to four oral 
sex partners within the last year, but only 13% had the 
same number of partners for sexual intercourse. The 
study showed that 40% of teenage boys and girls said 
they had engaged in oral sex within the past year, and 
over 25% of those teens had three or more oral sex 
partners in the last year. Most sexually active teenagers 
(70%) said they never used protection during oral sex 
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that might reduce their risk of becoming infected with 
an STD.

29. Researchers say nearly three million American 
teenagers become infected with one or more STDs each 
year, including bacterial infections like gonorrhea and 
chlamydia and viral infections like HIV and herpes. 
Although the risk of getting an STD through oral sex 
is lower than through intercourse, it is possible to 
become infected with all these STDs through oral sex. 
(Jennifer Warner, Oral Sex Puts Teens at Risk for STDs, WebMDNews)

Oral sex, any kind of unprotected sex (and, yes, oral sex 
is indeed sex), is dangerous. While it is true that it may 
not be as dangerous as other kinds of sexual encounters, 
and that you are less likely to contract AIDS through 
oral sex, you can still contract one of many STDs 
(Sexually Transmitted Diseases). Anytime there is an 
exchange of bodily fluids (even if you don’t swallow), you 
place yourself at risk. Such risks include hepatitis (A, B, 
C); gonorrhea, chlamydia, and syphilis; as well as genital 
warts and herpes. So if you are going to be on the giving 
end or on the receiving end of oral sex, make sure that 
you practice it safely.

While the rabbis didn’t have much to say about oral sex 
directly in sacred literature, they did have a lot to say that 
is relevant to the concerns of practicing safe sex. In their 
unique way, they speak of a parapet (some sort of a fence 
that is built on rooftops to prevent people from falling off). 
It may seem irrelevant, but it actually teaches us something 
very important about our bodies. The text actually comes 
right from the Torah.

30. “When you build a new house, you shall make 
a parapet for your roof, so that you do not bring 
bloodguilt on your house if anyone should fall from it” 
(Deuteronomy 22:8).

Unless you live in an apartment building with a roof 
that people use or if your home has an accessible roof, it 
is hard to visualize this text at all. But it can be applied 
to stairs and porches and decks and anyplace where the 
potential for danger exists, where you could fall off and 
get hurt. But what the text is actually attempting to 
teach us is that we are not permitted to create or allow 
any potentially life-threatening condition to persist. By 
engaging in unprotected sex, we are actually violating 
this mitzvah, as remote as it may seem. 

What makes oral sex a dangerous activity? What are ways of 
making it safer?

II. Women’s Dignity
Judaism is really big on sexual activity being mutual, 
pleasurable for both participants, and for it to be conducted 
with great modesty and dignity.

31. One girl recalled her first experience at the start of 
eighth grade. At a local park, she and a bunch of 
friends paired up, and she found herself with a boy she 
“kinda liked.” He asked her to perform, making her 
think they’d start going together if she complied. 

“I didn’t really know what it was,” she said, but he 
showed her. “I realized pretty soon that it didn’t make 
him like me.” 

She said she engaged in oral sex twice more that year, 
including at a party in early spring that eventually led 
to the principal finding out about the group. The party 
was held on a Saturday night at a girl’s house. About an 
hour after the party started, the action moved outside, 
under the deck, where several couples, including this 
girl and a boy she didn’t even like, started having oral 
sex. 

“We came back in and sat around and talked about it,” 
this girl recalled. “It was no big deal.” 

The girl said she was modeling herself after two others 
in the crowd whom she desperately wanted as friends. 
“They were doing it left and right,” she said. “It started 
a chain reaction. I knew it was wrong, but these girls 
were like good friends with you one day, and not the 
next. I didn’t want to do anything to make them not 
like me.” 

Her friends told her that oral gratification “is like a 
sexual thing that keeps us from having sex,” she said. 
She bought the rationale. (Laura Sessions Stepp, “Middle School 
Oral Sex”, Washington Post, Thursday, July 8, 1999.)

32. In one magazine survey, oral sex was described as 
“a fun thing to do with a guy” by 27% of the 10,000 
teenagers who answered the survey.

33. In the National Survey of Adolescent Males, published 
by the Alan Guttmacher Institute, five out of ten boys 
had received oral sex from a girl, but only slightly more 
than a third had performed oral sex on a girl. In either 
case, most didn’t even consider it “sex.”

What if we told you that we thought that it seems like 
girls have a greater desire to please boys and yet not receive 
pleasure from them? And what if we said that this mostly 
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